
 



The Parisians

I had the Paris, she sees Paris
through golden lips

& body
others see the problem

vulgar foreign producers
in fashionable glasses, smoking somewhere

naked
under a roughened bridge in crystal

rude red
watching the urban spread

of punk vacancy, pale white son
with a Nubian goddess

appalling statuette movement
I whisper “your race is

beautiful”, but my face is a dirty
glass, I’m a poor shaman

to Nubians, poor
barkeep in Poland

& discreet doors keep talking
how we’re dosing

blazing dusk
almost seeing that retirement bungalow

heroining our way out of the ghetto
multigating the universe

writing our huge next
that maybe an agent will buy

this no emotion breakfast
cold pipe death meal
makes me crave more

somewhere elses & music
I stay here because of the

rent, ridiculously low
the landlord don’t mind me howling

he even bought me a banjo
& trashed Monk records
telling me “they’re yours
but she’s gotta shut up”

& so she did,
overdosing

aboard a sailed silk Mercedes
headed back to Africa
amused by the wonder

of song
I kept, like an oil lamp,

burning.

The Museum Countenance



dog leash hydrant sunshine
beam of asphalt wisdom

seeing Christ face in this great cloud there
whatever winters your face

whatever opiates me
note after note, night after
night daybreak sleepwalk

I couldn’t care less
and call these corners “honey”

language without time
symbols without backgrounds

ghosts dancing
on valium

filmed from soapy windows
unconscious poor angel beings

on platforms, expecting horizons
twixt stations, emperor
whimsical beginnings
smiling mellow smiles

a sum of simple-minded lifetimes
focused on the perfect
shot erected scene steel

makes my evenings interesting
diplomatic curators of vision

slowly lose the journey
in sympathetic clouds of

forbidden districts
roaming with

beasts of museum countenance

Cloud my weapon of choice

OK TV
against

the source my prime
sage said dot

comma of the weapon cloud
where nothing – move

mist turning love and clustered cords on
my beard

her ears, arms
recumbent continuous

pyramid

OK machine
whine backward

metals
tube /little blacketh

pushing spearheads maintained
concealed – surged patience



tangent short couples
thoughts; still away from this

sex

OK
thick beg boy

pocket secretive
she took him for fixed matter

me for drums
jilted children? language

scraping struggling listen! – here
flesh

horrified flush
toilet romance

this is your epoch
fight with your fingers

muted

Angel gone cutting up my breakfast at 1 A.M.

angel gone
dim steady skin, continued

window and time
across the ears of powerless

people, forget continued
shaft of true moods

distant in some chronometer's searching hall
north flame burning

its result
cosmic say saw

from under
the blaze back increased

to roof touch been
in eyes resounding

was there one

we look scythed now
fatigue, broad, a relief in alien south

all had sharply left: exit 
long to window

we, the necks jammed there
lighters heartbeats all we got

please was
thought rents

hall angel
up the enemy scream

thrust back
yell line lower, humans 

opened lay new tightly knotted continent
destroying city hordes



was/ere surge of form
shall form laughter

sudden sign fire
echeloned ranks

for followed means not planning pressed
the above

swaying plains
the folly 

fled thousands thought
cobwebs cowboys fiercer

get mouth
is sentence easily

the was look
its own questions raised

draining explosives
ray lush spleen

the by then position
outreached was/ere reports asked blasts

from gay
parking boy
but queerly

continuous in the ever circling vents
of friendliness of its

bud towers
crashed hanging being

to the sea's nozzle
merest not

Years as gold philosophy

Years as gold philosophy 
sky sailing, restricted much

in sweet wallflowers known to be birds,
bonfires, charmingly cold 

after-dinner stupidity
hesitation, wishing garden bells were seasons, works

which handed you the sunset
a flake, sky sea-iris 

some of it lying pianos, joyful lights,
spout lips dirt-grimed lady-shining

as most multiform scripts 
seeds rise, there’s sunlight

familiar rocks, somber love and God
cathedral on press sheets

red at office flanks 
glass image wheels 

suddenly without dusk
open you alone, 

the way you ripple my eyes,



spread nothing on dead Roman wings
asking the trees for some music – fine jungle halls 

to remember
slip poised, together, facing your wings, 
conducting the starless sheaf, after all,

we’re finally together

BoatmEn of Seasons

Virtue clouds expand
think, serve symphonies

obliquely well, black yawning
aspiration – world through birth with mountain-billows immortal

iron scraps, white and hot, scarlet in fire and hail
restless boats pass, quiet

through a steely, sudden motionless Night
melting, sour squeamish pretence to fail

retorts, boom city noise
pierced misty rainbows

bleed their leaves all over the station,
drag forces, cleft smoke, haste love

spare dusks bend, crack pavement roses
in putrid sleep, dark tops of greed

against the poet’s distance, folk immune to infection
blur transfers, monotonous books
smell like time, licking the smoke

while somewhere beside  the shops, hate-lives healing rain
jokey beggars ooze across the years

with the boatmEn of seasons

Animal hands

World servant on vacation… not my life at all
in reality, I have no body, this tiny veil of sanity

does not cover my bare, bloody bones… these bones
are there for you, to spit on their shade and move on

proceed to your notebooks and passions… it is no den
of comfort, no immortal item… no amulet

of the past or things continued… no miserable material
identifying my sovereign  chemistry… I smoke too much

my soul needs fuel, I drink too much, my blind environment
bleeds for any comfort, shrooms are never Christ

the Light King, merely transitory demands for fiction
ingoing streams of disintegration, windows of bricks, satisfaction

in eternal exercise…  in hearts and lines unknown, voids
and scents of electricity, poisoned crows stuffed with magic
she is clearly Death… broken breath link, faith substance

sighed, the principle view… she is Blake – circled, continual
sweeping of eyes, bourbon is never Christ, a carefully-arranged

dense reincarnation



in animal hands instead

Restless cubes

Rain falls on our impulses, forbidden formless waves
against sparkles of dancing flowers, shoreward

wet in gallop, hidden along strokes of moonlight
a hopeless song in the wings of dullness

Dead tears, powdered blue gods, furrows of sleep
on bright cruel breasts, beloved rock of sacrifice

never warm, manifold faces of heat, fresh mouths
of bitter rats, terrible children to this country

Dust apples, penetrating the breaking sun, healing mists
of indelicate shining, clamor time, shivering on beds

of frozen leaves, time rises, crying, wistful on fire
to lovers wings, sheets to wrinkled torches

Walking the railway, broke and bridal, unswerving
glades of bohemian roots, square sky fingers, tired

in you, becoming ripples of shell, calm lanterns
vapor of frosty corpses, restless cubes and earthquakes

Nobody’s brother

Nobody's brother, gray candle in cold sky, burning
dream horizon’s dew, dressed in symbolic birds

fever some more, sighing shriveled, dying
in colder groaning, a beautiful muscle 
where roses slept of irrelevant patterns
naphthalene’s bitter vapor cast the day 

into full soft deliverance, a mourning summit
I found and sang about, and seeking held into

its demise, waves of impotent walls
pain of roads in stone, healing a whore again

asking for asphalt, stamped departure
of soul, darling black glare, grief beautiful

men… street love, colors of galvanized eyelids
encasing my sand into books of leisure and lanterns
in pornographic pride, shining through my window

vibrating metallic death, stripping again, magma bulk
of ribbon starfish, the rain and spit pools

in playmate brittle collapse
hollowly wrapping humble souls in dreams

they’re not my brothers, I’m sorry

Theaters his picture (for Artaud)

A prayer, ironically whispered



while above me the suffering laugh out loud
at Madonna image from beers and cheap carpets

dissolving into water, dashed dreams
of resistance, messiahs carved in laboratory doors

white leather crystalline bedrooms
sin careen, always dead country

whisper of clocks, faces forcing lie, sparkles of life
hobbling through the relics, our corpses

of achievement, frozen-cloud floors
disastrous birds in sunless spaces

evolve in the moonlight, treading the actor’s
path to infinite wrench… either dull

or sorrowful, rooms, women, a hundred sounds
silver the eyes, tremble the audience

a prayer, ironically whispered
in lowest ink, disguising fall

her theaters his picture, feet of the world
slippery hair of provincial

murder muttering sky

Dancer dramatics’ writers

Leaving the country in secrecy
in a cloak of twilight
two years in splendor

or death
the far appointment

two years in hiding
there, in caused perfect harmony

breeding songs
in fashionable verse

to please the vacuum audience

I searched my time
I spent it unaccompanied

I worked in stillness
sonorous pebble

my tables were of gold

why go with dangerous instrumentation
why scribble jazz

pornography
lack of food

angels
biographies

or dancer dramatics’ writers

Poet territory



New walls rise every day, each man is left
shaking, next to the railroad line, Polish

winters are cruel, measuring trains, scraping off rust,
old paint, aluminum swollen eyes, high speed

dancers on linear glass, falling on every mirror:
the next rebirth is closer, a terrible giant

of bathroom wall graffiti, oppression of dogs
in her camera lens, leaning onto each other's

failure, parting ways with beloved folk, fighting
phantoms of coal, running from turnaround friends,

delicate urban deaths, synthetic pastures of god,
time zone choking fingers, while cloths of flesh and dust

uncover the room, so suddenly stripped
off its pride, amazed like you, the woman I'll always lose

and learn to lose again... I'm sorry for the
inconvenience, but this here is cupboard wasteland,

uninhabited poet territory

Sailor’s breakfast

Her relief appears
drums on a highway

in austere script
chew ultra-violet sun

growl
easy to help you
in last minute sea

of relic brass of trees
phased segments of grief

shine parabolic roofs
in oxygen’s diamond
blood ejected, mild
resembling smoke

dying
waiting

I’ll have a coffee, please
and a dreamlike breakfast

pretty
personal

far from the city
ionic calm

draw groups of flare
on the table

miles of the moon
hot-dogs

soothed afternoon eyes
decades left for further sailors



Sizes of time, pictures of blackbirds

Blackbirds framed heavy
full on your branch, familiar to you

dark budding pools of fingers
autumn chandeliers on fire.

We used your dead bridal cloth
feasted on wistful hermits.

stale high skies, kisses of flowers,
ripples of shells from rage to pain.

And thirteen overcast pines, prophesied
of return. Unswerving glade, so young
and cold, singing of deep calm space

mermaids and easy Indian time.

Pointed street, the root of our planet
hollow, laughing, sedated in little

quakes,  crushes the old chandeliers
rushes towards the square sad sky

and makes the blackbirds sing
out of frame.

...broken is beautiful falling

In unconscious fascination
while floods go planting the city
and girls hum themselves as hope

pulling in small street tails
west-end truths

intervals of the homeless
and damaged deals

take the cabman where
consternation creatures

wild on the road
involuntarily

attach agonized tears
of neglected, vanished

blocks
to illustrated 

remains of eyes
taking the city

by hurt
where broken
is beautiful

falling

Land your machine



Our houses become a prison…somehow paid
with odd requests – cheerful strings not in store

this is the dawn of true danger – mind games
on mushroom gear and drums, selling ourselves to Muzak

tailored governments…accepting foreign gods
and leaders…nickels on the motordrome…

slob beauty – bumblebee bubble
sun-energized workbench, ribs and powder

young clapping night

Our houses become a prison…god rope girl, floating
fork, the prize and questioned direction – desert out
on gaudy trains, fantastic nipples, frosty vitamins

of youth – alive orbital thing – solid fence airplane
in safe gyrations, American symbol – asteroids mixed

with books, funk prophet wad
obsolete minutes lost in heartbeat, exploring your

ocean… yeah, I could… kiss… you

Our houses become a prison…happening arms
blow jobs – examine recent years, your tingling shirt lifts

illusion, practical, then alone
possible spare parts

mildly protesting own mouths
grounded against the building

gravity slaves
it’s usually Earth, man…

land your machine

Outskirtal child

Life called devils
the morning

sorrow and longing
fingers of native sun

thought only of themselves
blessed in exiled
colors of thunder

the ”who”, the “so”
of a stormy sunrise
strange vivifying

melancholy
warmth and power
in dead town eyes

filled with pain
where wait of strength

suicide streets
and years of frost

were islands



of I, who
was poor

wrong
and had age

to die like a dog
buried 

nameless
unthinkingly

bleeding
on another
outskirtal

child

Thoughts on song

You thought that vapor
turns towards song

in the end
a pulling dance of man to boy

moonlight land of heart
thought that world could slip

as we performed 
another number
peeling our ears

Laughter lays on abandoned
years, progress inexistent
those who knew a wonder

better than song
had flowers ship steered
from it, blows and fear

towards their
fingers falling

life sights blowing a trumpet
after midnight

Headlong into love
flashing with tears

bright brings song of stillness
ocean-wards and rosy
still swelling nights

keep slapping the treasure
no-one feels united

in a monstrous all-seeing eye
no one feels rewarded

dying in sterile sorrows

Lazy fly

Lazy fly



my ugliest side
nights azure

down in the dumps
steps to nimble bore

up patina trees
fretful in the snow
never feeling this

roughly in the steppes
tides assembled grief

mantles of your psyche
vigils on their ridge

done, forever strange
was her music’s touch

skeleton placentas
rode around the stars
aged lands unending

hope that life proceeds
into territories

vast of answered birds

Embrace you

No reparation – you countermand 
these mountains, hold another height…

follow his mind
enough of hierarchy waves

implore and sacrifice, twilights outwearing
stop signs, with sluggish bells bawling

of broken sunshine, nipple-studded
summer graves

Life’s too long, defend it now… swinging
up and beaming thru speechless seas

on heaven’s footsteps, swift and wild on the wing
till moon appears a reflection of feathers

tired cerulean arteries
kneel at humbling walls

and hundred hands of night
embrace you

Humble cold

I take a look at everything, blessed
but disenchanted

on anxious figures in the dark
crawling forsaken
under iron heels

of time

Nomadic pain 



utters so little, watching the night uprising
without a chance for home

Seconds belong to me, the ashen cut
far from the young pretender

weeping at railroads and oceans
with corpses laying spread

sure of contrast
and fervor pressing love

Cooling my time, at windows
of sin, glowing like a lost mild bird

soaring with hopes but bound
with famine, asses singing with me

carrying the message of sun
safe in shadowy burn

Pallid thief
dressed in fluttered flutes

rolling angry, in vain
thru wishes of a shattered

interpreted world
hunting for laughter alone – cast

in the humble cold

Flashes with tears

Gloat and mope on stars… one ancient midnight
angels smell your heart… sinking drums,

to you it’s life – calm listening voice, the long
met cold, dark blue eternity – world

has no senses… it rests beneath your lips
curls of soul, absolving… marble stays
here, waxes flow… walking on my skin
the green, the wide… grass rolling your
traveler’s touch… this is your morning

shadowy oaks enthrone chimera – born on names
of grief – harmony’s fainter, double

playing the blues on heavenly ladders
coy and young, she knows no salvation… walk

her out – streets, tone, dances, dragging
alone – fissures voicing the river

hearing those swinging roots, moon deep
pain praises dawning, wayfaring

the ocean renewed, while wood in fences
flashes with tears

below you

The Scalpel

What killed me



was not enough
the holy, clear visioned edge

of a scalpel
lover of god

consuming dreams

Fire or dew
the comfort of my tomb

is a long road
to habit

that grew incredibly young
and tired of thought

Now quiet even sighs
run the dark bright

remembering  lament

My youth has loved the wind
fire unburning

Oberbaumbrücke

Success
I follow the golden stairs

Beat
Within the temple

Fear
Love on wings of gloom

Moan
All was these am I

Gleam
Nightfall lamp returns

Wild
Burdened cold twilight

Sick
Thru the world on hands and eyes

Touch
Stumbling archangels weep

Love
Roaming stranger silence

Tears 
Marble full moon pyres 

Walls
One face and the sky

Lips



Berlin, second class

Here’s peace - I rarely leave this place

1883

Towering corpses clothe you
melancholy ships

say farewell to the gallery
you’re fancy half-shut flower

promontory of lips
ripples on gray leaves
lilies in autumn silence

deep-asleep, I know it’ll snow
below our grass, so pale

the mirror holy, golden wavering
flame, deep sunset fields

where broken music appears
with tropical ancient readings
suffer some or down you stop

in curly dreamful 1883

Satisfying death

Memory, a frozen trance
surges downstream

raining with the river
chains and swans, on lady lands
floated parted, spiritual forms

of yellow clusters, larks
talking nonsense, it’s
half-forgotten prey

in mounds of mirror eyes
afloat between the ripen moon

and dreams above the sea
where wasted people touching
you, in gloom, came to sands
to wallow in weathered lives

satisfying death

Train howl

She's empty
undone

hands upraised
cool & mad

a vowel
inhaling night's

delirious



fumes

standing
by the gas lamp

listening
to the train howl

remembering
nothing
being

for no-one

soon they'll come
to take her away
where all is white

as her lips

Ship-shaped hearts

One look over
at the ship-shaped hearts
gazed through the Sea
trembled by doom tide

rippled to pieces

Dancing stoned
with my perfect pair

slid darkened, far-flung
desires

blooming from her watery
bosom

Paths of woe unexplored:
demons wreck the shore

roar on shingle
weaving their

frolic earth vision 
on leisure
mirrors

Light morrow's gold lies astray
a brook on which

marked mariners sit

One look over to the ship-shaped hearts
gazed through the Sea:

there are skulls
there is owl flame

deep tissues specter
over shady 

blooming skies



I look down at my lady
say Adieu, beloved
no deeper thoughts

entertain slippery eyes

One look over to the ship-shaped hearts
swollen by 

scream peace
explosion

Pause

pause the sounds 
the doors

unmeasured neighbors
lay in slopes 

for the patient 
pyre
skies

changeful 
hands

tell me of my vain response
animated summer

tranquillized beaming
and clay

sun awaits your foundations
where immortal gloom lays fevered

without birth

pause with soft anthems
one deepening ear
one friendly hand

chilling winds soiling the soul

yearnings throb
fade

flutter

vocal eye: 
the twilight's yours

to kiss

In Their Distant More

leave essentials
the triviality of action

figure in



vent affections
statuary, faintly comic

political in human form

the unimportant baldness
human false

permanent moderns
great tragic derived

long-distant enjoyment

...time was
was time...

predominated 
in proportion interests
intrinsically something

capriciously entered
his contact
his actions

...time was
was time...

in their distant more

Women with pale crucifixes

Women with pale crucifixes
came last night to stay

they opened up the Box
there, become Cassandra

see how they burn you apart
in the bone yoke fire

the sailor's chants

along w/ those seven fine women
seven fine crosses

& burning dark hair
empire
came

where pilgrims and snakes
explore

the crashing
eternal
dance

where bodies like shells for her hair
& wives of the chapels

& padres of sin
according to all of our sources



always, in the end,
win

o children of all of our prisons
now you are out of the Box

now you are free
to reign on like fire

cleanse the city
& save the bleeding

orchids

but there, in this cosmic room
they started teasing the tiger

exploring his sinews
brushed him

eat them
& with that final seventh lick

the seal was settled
on tiger's cage

the spirit roamed free
invincible

churches burnt in our vision
hallways filled with murder

panic
distortion

the rum he's been drinking
divine

the women he had there
so absolute
pot smoked
hands given

away

& the women with pale crucifixes
came last night

to stay

Troublous wife

Troublous winding plays around her
cheering changeless, into the sunny pain

where wonder churches, blood red
garden murmurs, night pleas

for leading beards were walking on wind
blooming at you and her, that little Danish

shade of a girl, leaving warm, a melody
sung with her parents, asleep into solace

biased with storm on her fingers



She was the ground, poor wet coffins
dared to find a silent pole

danced on poems and golden altars
never once giggled, bloomed in return

again, lips descent into wonder
turned to mother of drowned forefathers

fascists, clowns and history teachers
yes, she was my woman

troublous stands around her twined
but winding cheering cravings




